To nap or not to nap?
How to implement planned naps for hospital nurses
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**To nap or not to nap?** That’s a question we recommend all hospital nurses and administrators ask and answer, especially for nurses working long shifts (12 hours or more). The 2014 American Nurses Association (ANA) position statement recommends naps as a strategy to combat fatigue. It also emphasizes the shared responsibility of nurses and administrators to support and monitor rest and breaks during long shifts to mitigate and manage occupational fatigue risk and ultimately promote nurse health and patient safety.

However, planned naps don’t happen overnight. Hospital nurse nap practices range from many who “never nap” to a few who “never miss a nap.” Although most hospitals have designated staff sleep rooms, they’re typically for physicians or residents. In a 2017 survey of American nurse leaders, most (95.5%) reported they didn’t have a hospital policy supporting nurse naps.

Since 2010, nursing research and leadership council members at Mission Hospital, a Level II trauma center with Magnet® designation, have studied hospital nurse fatigue and mitigation strategies. In this article we describe our efforts to create a work environment that supports planned naps using three organizational phases of the diffusion of innovation theory: adoption (the decision to commit to the innovation), implementation (carrying out the innovation), and sustainability (integrating the program into the organization so it continues over time).

**Adoption**
Planned naps became popular at Mission Hospital after our coordinated efforts to study nurse fatigue, review findings with hospital administrators, educate nursing shared governance councils, campaign for nurses to complete National Institute of Safety and Health (NIOSH) training for nurses working long shifts, and investigate planned naps. The NIOSH training helped provide the evidence and resources for hospital nurses, unit managers, and hospital administrators to ask and answer important questions about planned naps.

With support from the chief nursing officer (CNO), our study team conducted hospital-wide surveys in 2012 and 2016 to measure and identify changes in nurse fatigue. Results (Drake and Steege) showed that approximately 23% of 420 hospital nurses reported high levels of fatigue, including high levels of acute fatigue after working long shifts, low levels of recovery between shifts, and high levels of chronic fatigue. Further analysis indicated that nurses with high levels of fatigue reported poorer health and wellness scores and poorer hospital safety culture scores.

After study results were shared house-wide with governance councils, nurse fatigue risk management became a leadership council priority. Hospital unit managers and leadership council members encouraged all nurses to identify fatigue concerns and complete NIOSH training. Nurses learned about creating and maintaining a consistent sleep schedule, identified their chronotype (morning larks or evening owls), and considered using planned naps.

**Implementation**
With confidence in our ability to measure nurse fatigue, we designed a study to test the feasibility of a planned nap intervention on a single hospital unit and to measure the risks and benefits. The study received expedited approval from the institutional review board. Before imple-
menting the intervention, study team members met with the CNO and human resources director to review and update the hospital meal and rest policy. The updated policy was reviewed with nursing staff to reassure participants that taking a planned nap wouldn’t result in punishment associated with sleeping on the job.

Participants included unit nurses (n=19) who worked full-time 12-hour night shifts for at least 6-months and didn’t have a primary sleep disorder. After completing NIOSH training, they were asked to schedule a planned nap or rest during each shift, over a period of 12 weeks, record nap participation in a coded study log collected weekly from the nap room, and complete three online fatigue and sleep surveys. The unit charge nurse coordinated a sign-up sheet for each nurse to schedule planned naps during break times between 1 AM and 4 AM.

The planned nap was a 30-minute scheduled rest period that included 20 minutes of rest or sleep followed by a 10-minute recovery period to awaken and return to work. Naps were encouraged, but if nurses didn’t sleep, they were asked to rest quietly. A dedicated room for napping was located in the middle of the unit behind the nurses’ station. A planned nap protocol guided program implementation. (See Planned nap protocol.)

Nurses were responsible to begin and end their planned nap break and return to work alert and on time. They also were responsible for discarding used linens and any other refuse and cleaning used surfaces in the nap room. Coworkers were asked to be considerate and quiet near the room.

The designated nap room sparked a great deal of interest among unit nurses, and physicians were curious to learn more about planned naps. Several nonparticipant nurses assumed the room was for physicians and later expressed “nap envy,” regretting that they didn’t enroll in the study.

Before the study, 54% of participants reported never napping at work, and 46% reported napping only occasionally. During the study, nurses scheduled planned naps in 62% of the shifts worked. Follow-up surveys (at 6 and 12 weeks) indicated planned naps were safe, feasible, and associated with decreased chronic fatigue and sleepiness.

Administrative and unit leaders continued to support the planned nap protocol after the study ended. Many nurses used the designated nap room after the 12-week study, and other unit nurses began planned naps after completing NIOSH training. Several nurses who had worked night shifts for many years without naps and had considered themselves successful at maintaining a good work–life balance felt empowered to engage in planned naps to improve their sleep health.

Sustainability
Hospital nurses have many reasons not to rest or nap during work, and units may lack admin-

---

**Planned nap protocol**

The Mission Hospital planned nap protocol includes a 30-minute rest period with 20 minutes of rest or sleep followed by 10 minutes to recover and return to work.

- Scheduling a planned nap with the charge nurse ensures:
  - patient care coverage is arranged
  - charge nurse is aware of planned nap location (preferably in a designated room).
- Scheduling a consistent time and place for planned naps ensures:
  - naps are uninterrupted
  - charge nurse and others can locate the napping nurse if necessary.
- Other useful strategies include the following:
  - Nurses should eat a meal during one of their 10- to 15-minute breaks, then take a planned nap during their 30-minute meal break.
  - Nurses may want to consider drinking a caffeinated beverage before napping. The onset of caffeine effects occurs 15 to 30 minutes after ingestion, and the effects last 3 to 4 hours.

**Nurse checklist**
Nurses should take these steps for each planned nap:
- Schedule the nap.
- Arrange for nurse coverage.
- Find a quiet space.
- Bring a warm blanket.
- Listen to soothing music.
- Bring earplugs and eye covers.
- Lower the lights.
- Don’t use electronics.
- Nap at the same time every time.

**Nurse unit napping strategies**
Units should consider implementing these strategies to help reduce nurse fatigue during long shifts.
- Nurse manager encourages nurse naps.
- Hospital supports interventions to mitigate nurse fatigue.
- National Institute of Safety and Health training is offered to nurses who work night shifts or long hours.
- Reliable nurse coverage is provided for breaks and naps.
- Policies support planned naps without punishment for sleeping on the job.
- A dedicated nap room is available with reclining chairs, cots, or nap pods.
- A culture of acceptance encourages planned naps.
Several devices can be used to aid good sleep hygiene and planned naps at work.

- **Blue light filters**: Wearable blue light–blocking lenses worn when using electronic devices at night can help improve sleep quality, reduce eye fatigue, and decrease symptoms of eye strain.

- **Sleep headbands and white noise**: Lightweight headbands and machines with noise cancelling or quiet sounds help promote sleep.

- **Glowing clocks**: Programmable clocks have dimmable illumination for sleeping and intense light for waking.

- **Head cooling**: Wraps and devices cool the head and improve sleep quality.

- **Sleep apps**: The Sleep Foundation reviews several sleep apps, including Sleep Cycle, Headspace, Noisli, Slumber, Calm, Ten Percent Happier, Reflectly, and Sleep Easy (sleepfoundation.org/best-sleep-apps).

You can find a list of free online training resources related to sleep at myamericannurse.com/?p=299318.

Courage taking regular breaks and, when possible, longer breaks that can improve planned nap participation. We’re also aware that we have more work to do. In 2020, we conducted an informal survey of nurse managers (representing 80% of all hospital units) to determine whether nurses take naps during long shifts. On average, 35% of night shift nurses took naps and day shift nurses rarely or never took naps. Naps were more common when units had a quiet room with a reclining chair.

Dedicated nap rooms and planned nap sign-up schedules have been difficult to integrate consistently on all hospital units, which has limited our ability to measure the frequency and effect of planned naps. Unit managers familiar with NIOSH recommendations continue to support the importance of fatigue risk management strategies and planned naps, especially with new staff. Several units have created informal communication to coordinate nap breaks instead of using the formal sign-up sheets. CNO and nursing director leadership and coordination have helped establish several new designated nap rooms and create an environment that supports planned naps. Planned naps seem to have increased during the pandemic, although this has not been confirmed with data. (See Resources.)

**Make a plan to nap**

Although no current national measures report hospital nurse fatigue and countermeasures, we believe most hospital nurses work long shifts without planned naps. Sleep hygiene, fatigue mitigation, and recovery opportunities are essential tools for all nurses working long shifts. We encourage hospital nurses and administrators to review the NIOSH resources for nurse fatigue management published during the 2020 pandemic. We also recommend planned naps as an effective and feasible strategy. With strategic collaboration and diffusion of innovation, a planned nap protocol can be adapted for most hospital units.

To nap or not to nap? It’s time to put this matter to rest and plan naps for hospital nurses working long shifts.

Access references at myamericannurse.com/?p=299318.
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